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AFP partners the Mexico Women’s
Forum
AFP is participating in the international Women’s Forum held in Mexico City, April 27
to April 28, 2016.
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Some 400 to 500 women and men leaders to attend from Mexico, the United States, Latin
America and Europe. They will come together for discussion of Mexico’s ambitious reform process
and what it will change in the country and beyond its borders. One overarching focus for the meeting
will be how to ensure that women are included with men in the opportunities being created by the
Pacto por Mexico reforms, whether energy, finance, telecoms, etc.?
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Laurent Thomet, AFP Mexico Editor, will moderate the session entitled « Violence against women »,
April 28, from 11:15 to 12:15 am.
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Further information can be found on www.womens-forum.com
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Founded in 2005, the Women's Forum for the Economy and Society is the world's leading forum
looking at major social and economic issues from women's perspectives. It promotes the
empowerment of women world‐wide, as well as the networks of collaboration that enable women's
voices to be heard with clarity and force. Women’s Forum events, including a major annual Global
Meeting, highlight strong and important women and men in politics, business, civil society and
academe. Based in Paris, the Women's Forum is a subsidiary of Publicis Groupe.
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